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Transport properties of very thin (2.5 monolayer) films
of Ag epitaxially grown on clean Ge (001) substrates are
reported. The films consist of a monolayer coverage plus
isolated three dimensional islands. Below -70 0 K the
conductivity is dominated by the metal film and displays the
temperature and electric and magnetic field dependences
characteristic of metallic weak localization in two
dimensions. Below -20 the resistance drops rapidly in a
manner resembling an incomplete superconducting transition.
The resistance is restored by application of a magnetic
Leld of -20 XGauss at 0.60 K.
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In resent years there has been a dimensional isl 1anad formatiom as

removed Interest La the problem of two deposition costiusod. Reference 25 on

dimensional electronic systems with ASgo *Go (111) suggests strong chemical

election lsliatloa receiving a great interaction and intermizing of the
deal of emphaaise1 2 3. Single parameter first several Is arm. lowew rphg

scaling theories predict that all studies beforel mad siscf4d16

electron states are losalised is two reference 23 indicate that there is so
dimnsions even when the conductivity interfacial alloying or interdiffusion
is greater than the minimum metallic of the Ag sad Ge at room temperature.
conduetivity Il-l2d-(.SOKD/stuare)_lI The samples were removed from the
predicted by Thoulesal. ultra high vacuum system and stored in

In this communication we Would air until they could be analyzed by
like to describe a new metal film scanning electron microscopy (SIN) or
system which is ultra this (down to 335. The samples were placed in a
approximately 2 Angstroms). crystalline conventional evaporation system (base
ad displ ays weak electron localization pressure 10 g torr) and 3000 Angtrom AS
:ad beh ba v ior sugges0 at ing contacts were electron beam deposited
superconductivity at low temperatures. onto the samples.
gome work en epitaxial thin metal films Electronic transport measurements
en semiconductors has been reported. were performed insa sealed. temperature
but Is somcwhsat complicated by composed controlled copper sample holder placed
formationls1 9.3  in an exchange gas can and submerged in

Ithe samples are prepared by liquid helium. Copper wires were indim

epitaxial growth of the metal film on a soldered to the silver pads and heat

semiconductor surface. Single crystals ask to the copper sample holder.

of germanium (o) the surface of which The monolayer film is certainly
wase oriented to within 0.50 of a (001) discontinuous, rasting on plateaus on
plane. were alumina polished end the Ge surface with step heights
abhemoeeanically polished. The crystal corresponding to 1 / 4 th the lattice
was monated in as ultr a high vacuum spacing of Ge. These plateaus are
chamber (base pressure (10-1 Tori). presumably bridged by the escess 3-Dim
The surface was further cleaned in Ag islands. resulting in the observed
waste by several cycles of argon conductiv ity dominated by t he
bombardment asd annealing at -82501. monolayers. The resistance of the
The 9 ar f ae wvasa structurally sample at 10 0 9 is -7.7 kilo-ohms.
sharasterisod using low energy electron In f igure 1 we have plotted the
diffraction (LIND) and Auger electron fractional change (relative to 10
spectroscopy (AIR). Silver (Ag) was Kelvin) in the 2-probe resistance of
then deposited using a pyrolitic this sample as a function of the
graphite Knudsen effusion cell. The logarithm of the temperature. The exact

background pressure in the chamber was geometry being probed is unknown due to

IPl0 Tori during deposition. The Ag the discontimueties discussed above.

film gfew epitanially at a rate of One can sse however, that the sample
ab ouat 2 Angstroms per minuate. resistance displays a logarithmically
Deposition rate as&dAs film thickness increasing resistance with decreasing
vere measured amsn a qRarta crystal temperature.
miorebalanea (calibrated by using Figure 2 shows the fractional

Rutherford baaehscattering (211)). LIED change in the dynsmic resistance of
and AR$ were performed on the Ag f ilm this sample at various temperatures. At
durn g rowth. Details of the low fields the resistance behavior is
preparation and characterization of consistent with a quadratic electric
these fim 11M0Is mere completely field dependence. At higher fields a
described is reference 24. LORD studies logarithmic dependence appears which
show that the Ag films grew by becomes more pronounced at lower
mesolaor accvurate followed by three temperatures. The insert shows the

V2
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ohange is the fractional resistivity air could damage the momolayer films.
with applied mageotio field. The After these esperiments were performed
megotereisteae is 1i8 otropic end repeated (over a period of
indicating that orbital offsets are approzimately a month) the samples were
segligable. This isotropic behavior is reenamined by AES. This analysis showed
similar to that found is Pd films whose that although the 3000 Angstrom Ag
resiivito g above a few Kohns per contact pads were tarnished (sulfur
squarelivia , 2 M a contamination), the only foreign

The previous figures show that substance on the 'monolayer' film was
these ultrathia crystalline films of Ag carbon - presumably from Snmp oil.
opitanial ly growa on (001) Go The scsling theory predicts a
substrates exhibit electrosie transport logarithmically increasing resistivity
comsistaat with two dimensional wit.0 decrsasing temperature. The
behavior and display weak electron protactor of the logarithm depends on
localization above approzimately 2 the exponent of the temperature
degroes Kelvin. In figure 3 we show the dependence of the inelastic scattering
resistivity of the film in figures 1-2 time.
down, to 0.6501. The sample resistivity
is increasing logarithmically with A0(T)--1Ro2p/(2w21)1ln(T/To) (1)
decreasiag temperaturea anti the 
temperature drops to about 1.601. Below
this temperature the resistivity where the total inelastic scattering
decreases rapidly. At 0.650K its value time TI goes g s o t a T-P"
is 55% of the resistivity at 209. A In between inelastic electron-
magetic field suppresses this sudden phonon scattering& the electron can
decrease in resistance, absorb energy from the applied electric

Besting the sample to -60001 for field and undergo Joule (13) heating.
-10 mm. under vacuum permanently This results in a quadratic electric
destroys all sigas of 2-d electronic fiaeld dependence for low fields
behavior and superconductivity, changing over at large fields to a
consitant with the surface studies logarithmic dependence. The prefactor
which indicate the monolayer should be depends on the power of the temperature
unstable agaimso island formation at dependence of both the total inelastic
that tempersatuto 4 .  scattering time and the electron-phoaon

In figure 4 we have plotted the scattering time5 (-ep *T-):

porpendicular magnetic field behavior
of the resistnce of a similar sample A0(E)=-e 2 /(2 2 i)(2p/(2.P1))n(E/£o)
whose resistance has been reduced (see (2)
insert) at 0.550 to 15% of its 20
value. Above -1.4o. the resistance An iI tr acting e lec tr on
increases Immediately with the picture4 o' for a disordered system
applieatios of a magatic field and also suggests a logarithmic temperature
then levels off at a value only dependence to the resistivity similar
slightly above the nero field to equation (1) with p-1. Calculations
resistance. At low temperature the in reference 13 indicate that aside
magnotie field dependenso is more from electron heating effects there is
dramatic. The resistass Is flat for no electric field dependence to the
small fields, them iscreases abruptly resistivity in the interaction picture.
sad levels off at a resistance much From our data we cannot
higher than the sero field value, determine the exponent p for the

Critical eurrest mesaurements temperature dependence since the
indicate a surrent density of 10 -10' geometry is undefined as discussed
amps/e 2  seasming the film is above. Taking a value of p as I for
continuous and of uniform thickness. eample, ve would find that the

Ws were ooneeaod that eposure to resistance of 7700 ohms is equivalent

3
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to a seasuromeat of -5.3 squares is limiting. A critical field of -25$Geose

series. As one sea see from equations is expected at low temperatures for a

a&(1) d (2) . the ratio of the Te of 1.60 r . The 'critial field' is
logarithmic slopes of the temperature roughly isotropic, again suggesting a

',1 and electric field depemdesces can be spin pairbreakis.
used to calculate the temperature While it is not clear whet is
dependence of the electroa-phoson responsible for the superconductivity.
scattering time. Using the logarithmic it should be noted that there are no
electric field dependeuce of the sample known stable AgGe compounds. Ag 4 Ge is
resistace at 30 K one fiud p of ,e d superconducting at
equation (2) to live p'-2.6. which0.8So 9 sad there are reports of
Cooea2r is 1 '1 to 4.$ foud for quench condensed AgGe alloys made at
pd films' and p'-1.3 reported for 4.20•. whi , superconducting at up
Pt films 2 1  

to a.6°[ • . AI of the surface
Both scal ing theory and the characterization done on these samples

interacting electron picture predict indicates only weak interactions (on a
mag ntoresistaace e f fects in chemical bindis scale) between the
classically small fields (ecx(<l) which monolayer Ag and the jobstrate. with no
are several orders of magnitude larger compound formation 

4 
and a sharp

t b a n t h 'u sua I , po s i t i v e interface. Additional surface studies
magetoresistance seen in metals, on this growth of Ag on Ge also suggest
Electron orbital effects

6
''

1 5
, Zeeman the absence of intermixing. chenies!

sp I i t t " 1 
4 " 7  s p i n-o r b i t shifts or compound formation

27 ' .

coupiln . sad impurity spin Boever. the resolut ion of the
scattering cas all make contributions different surface probes cannot detect
to the magntoresistance in both regions of the surface which comprise
pictures. Zeeman splitting makes a only several percent. and it is always
contribution which while isotropic, possible, even if unl ikely. that a
manifests itself only in the small Litetconnscted paIt of the
interact ion picture. There is a surface may contain compounds that we
contribution from the Zeeman effect in cannot detect but which short out the
the scaling theory only when spin-orbit rest of the surface as they go
couplin$ is included

1 4
. Spin-orbit superconducting. Our critical current

Coupling has a Significant effect in measurements would tend to argue
both interaction and scaling pictures. against this.

Considering that Ag and Pd are If in fact the monolayer is
situated side by side in the periodic superconducting, while bulk Ag is known
table this simil arity in their not to be. there can be severa
magnetoresistive behavior is not eaplanations. Since the observed
suprisin 8 . The spin-orbit interactions transition temperature is low, there is
coople as Z * where Z is the nuclear no need to invoke any mechanism other
charge (ZA,=

4 7
. Zpd=46, so AZ

4
/Z

4  
than the usual electron-phoon

(10,). interaction and BCS superconductivity.
The most striking feature of this A monolayer of Ag has a vast ly

work is the rapid decrease of the different bandatrnctare and is
resista n below 201 which we interacting with quite different
tantatively associate with as phonons than the bulk material. If
incomplete supercondsutint transition, further investigations point to another
as might be found in an ishomogeneous mechanism, it should be remembered that
sample with a variety of T c'e. The the monolayer metal film on a Ge
magnetic field dependence shown in substrate is an ideal system for
figure 4 is consistent with this studying the ezcitoic mechanism as
interpretation if the 'critical field' proposed is reference 32. especially
for the highest To portion of the film since references 27 and 238 indicate
is taken as indiaative of Paul i that there is negligible band bending

,,t, + : ' ,, .,;..-, . ,",,,' , . ., .+.+ , < .. ,.',,','. ",-. ... .'..,. . ,.. •- . . , . . . _ . ,, . . ,4+
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at the go-AS interface.
Is eonslsion. we hae shows that
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Figure 4
The perpendicular magnetores&stance of
a sample similar to that in figures 1-
3. in fields up to 10 Tesls. Insert
shows the temperature dependence of the

resistivity below 250.
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